TURKEY - BEZOAR IBEX

AIRPORT: Ankara
SEASON: from 1st AUG to FEB 28th. Best season from NOV 15th to DEC 25th.
ACCOMMODATION: hunting camps, hotel of the area, private houses in villages.
HUNTING SYSTEM: stalking by foot
•

PRICES:

3.500 €; 5 hunting days.

Trophy fees €

•
•

Extra day
Companions

Up 90 cm.
4.500
From 91 cm.
150 € /cm
Wounded
3.000
350 €
150 € / day

(Guaranteed Bezoar Option: 5 hunting days 12.000€ up 115 cm. Increment by cm more
than 115; at 150€. Discount by cm less than 115; at 100€.)
(Refund no Bezoar: 3.500€)

Included: hunting licences. Skilled hunting guides. Full broad accommodation. Transfers
during the hunt. Interpreter. All the inherent to the hunt.

Not included: flights. Visas. Hotels and meals before and alter the hunt. Airport government
taxes. Alcoholics beverages and soft drinks during the hunt. Items of personal nature. Tips.
First preparation of the tropeéis (100€)
Extra expenses: 150 €. Paper Works and documentation.
Recommended: Global Rescue up 14 days: $159

Global Rescue is proud to partner with Sedna Safaris, and we have the same goal "To serve the hunter who
travels." As you hunter, you know that Global Rescue is the only company that offers medical evacuation service rescue
field. So, no matter if it is far from an airport, hospitals, roads, etc... Anywhere and anytime, Global Rescue will come and
pick you up and take you to where you want. Whether in a helicopter, an airplane, an ambulance or any vehicle necessary,
our medical teams can be evacuated from the most remote places. If you are not afraid to hunt outside the traditional routes,
your medical evacuation company neither has it.
IMPORTANT WARNING: these programs aren’t a contractual document, nor a contract package. This company acts as
representative of the company and the final programs are made for information purposes only. Prices may vary without
notice for reasons beyond the control of our company and its representation. Cancellation policy according outfitters. The
customer acknowledges having read and understood this warning.
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